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Impeachment: whys and wherefores
The extent and circumstances of Presidential power
have proved a sore point ever since the U.S. Constitution
became subject to interpretation 185 years ago. What
duties and obligations the President has, and what rights
he may enjoy, has been the topic of a rejuvenated
ideological skirmish, especially in the past year and a
half.
The catalysts have been numerous—the Watergate
break-in, alleged government surveillance of political
enemies, possible illegal campaign contributions to the
Republican Party, President Nixon's refusal to disperse
funds approved by Congress, and so on.
The debate over Presidential power—and perhaps more
important, how to take it away—does not follow any single
moral or legal criterion. Determining where separation of
power ends and the executive branch's domination of
government begins is made even more confusing by the
lack of clear-cut historical precedents.
Is Richard M. Nixon on as solid political ground as he
seems to think? Is Congress willing to call the President's
bluff if Nixon forces the impeachment question? And
further, how much power does the judicial branch have in
the affair?
Hoping to instigate thought about these questions, if not
to find some answers, The Tiger talked to several
members of the history and political science departments
on campus.
Dr. Robert S. Lambert, head of the history department,
said he is "not sure that there is proof" that Nixon has
committed an impeachable crime. Evidence that Nixon
has perjured himself has not been brought forward, and
"he's refused to let himself get on record so that he cannot
contradict himself," Lambert explained. "He has not put
his hand on a Bible and solemnly swore to anything."
Prof. Jack E. Tuttle, associate professor of political
science, concurred that Nixon couldn't be impeached for
perjury because he "has not been under oath yet."
Another avenue for impeachment—defined as indicting
for malfeasance in office before a court—would be if
Nixon were found to have harbored lawbreakers
knowingly, according to Lambert. "If it could be shown
that he (Nixon) knew of law violations and did nothing to
bring the perpetrators to justice, he could be impeached"
for violation of his oath of office, Lambert explained.
The professor's explanation was obliquely aimed at
allegations that Nixon knew about the Watergate break-in
and that he authorized subsequent cover-up attempts.
If Nixon cannot be impeached and removed from office

"Impeachment is done for political reasons," asserted
Dr. Ernest M. Lander, alumni professor of history. If
Congress removes Nixon from office it will be a politically
motivated effort, Lander said, but "there's no indication
that Congress wants to do this."
Lander cited the attempt by Thomas Jefferson to impeach U.S. Supreme Court Justice Salmon P. Chase as an
early case where one faction in government tried to
remove its political enemies through impeachment.
Chase, a rabidly partisan Federalist judge who
sometimes subjected Republicans to political harassment
from the bench, was impeached but in his trial before the
Senate was found innocent.
"Since Chase, there's been a trend not to impeach for
political reasons," Lander said. "I don't want to see
impeachment used just for political reasons," he continued.
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(two entirely separate ideas) under a strict interpretation
of the Constitution, can he be impeached and convicted for
political partisanship? The question is inherently loaded
with value judgments, but generally it was felt that
politicking has been—and still could be—grounds for
impeachment.
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Tuttle maintained that withholding evidence of the
Watergate scandal, if proved, would be legal grounds for
Nixon's impeachment. But he shared Lander's belief that,
whether ethical or not, impeachment has become a
partisan weapon. He said an impeachable offense is
"whatever the House (of Representatives) wants to put
into its resolution to impeach."
Any of the bases for impeachment listed in the Constitution—treason, bribery, high crimes and
misdemeanours—could put Nixon out of office, at least in
theory, Tuttle remarked. But if Congress lacks evidence
of blatant wrong-doings on Mixon's part, he added, "they
could manufacture reasons."
Tuttle pointed to the impeachment and removal from
office of Judge John Pickering of New Hampshire in 1803
as an example of a "manufactured" impeachment. The
alcoholic Pickering became insane and could not stay on
the bench, but neither could he be fired. So, Tuttle related,
it was necessary for Pickering to be impeached, and a
precedent was set.
Yet Justice Chase's impeachment, while the most
politically motivated, set the standard against political
impeachments, Tuttle said. When Chase was acquitted by
the Senate, a precedent was established "that the Senate
would not find anyone guilty on political charges," according to the professor.
However, Dr. Joseph L. Arbena, assistant professor of
history, feels that politics have been injected into the most
recent impeachment question in quite a different manner.
In short, Nixon has made it necessary to remove him for
political reasons, if at all, by refusing to fight on any other
level, Arbena feels.
"What has bothered me is Nixon's claim that the only
way to get to him on a number of issues is impeachment,"
Arbena said. Since Nixon has declined to answer charges
that he has violated his constitutional duties, either to
vindicate himself or otherwise, he is forcing the struggle
to a political plane.
"If Congress has come to the conclusion that the
President obstructed justice or misapplied executive
powers" and if Nixon continues to refuse to honor subpoenas, Arbena commented, "impeachment is the only
answer."
Arbena called for Congress to, in effect, call Nixon's
bluff. "Either impeachment should be used to force Nixon
(Continued on page 7)
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Baker finds relaxed atmosphere 'refreshing'
If there's one thing that Dr. Joseph
Baker finds unusual about Clemson, it's
the "relaxed atmosphere, the sense of
enjoying college" that students here seem
to maintain.
Baker, who holds the position of Lemmon professor of English this semester,
contends that this is a dying attitude
among university students across the
country.
"Competition among students has
become so severe that it is hard to create a
relaxed atmosphere," Baker maintained.
However, he placed the blame on students
for making college life a deplorable
"academic rat race" in which the joy of
learning is often forgotten.
"It's not the faculty that has raised the
level of competition. The students
themselves have made it more of a rat
race," he said.
Baker, who did his doctoral work at
Princeton University, only recently
retired from his position as professor
emiritus of the University of Iowa, where
he taught since 1935. A distinguished
literary critic and specialist in 19th century literature, Baker accepted the invitation to hold Clemson's prestigious
Lemmon endowed chair with enthusiasm.
He said he welcomed the opportunity to
work in South Carolina, particularly
because of his "interests in the differences
of regional culture."
After years of teaching experience in
larger, more metropolitan universities,
Baker finds the satisfied nature of some
Clemson students to be a refreshing
change. For example, he pointed out a
letter in the Jan. 25 issue of the Tiger in
which Joe Rogers urged students to
"spend a little more time enjoying the
scenery. . .and a little less time delving
into important things and worrying about

the multiple crises of Clemson and the
world,"
According to Baker, "What this young
man was expressing has disappeared to a
lesser degree here than it has from the
University of Iowa and Princeton." He
said that this complacent attitude is
"apparent even if you walk through a
crowd of students at Clemson."
In part, Baker attributed this complacency to the small town setting of
Clemson. Yet, he said that "the favorable
atmosphere is not just a result of the
smallness," but rather a part of "South
Carolina's widespread sense of cultural
values." As an illustration, he mentioned
the historic preservation of Charleston
with its "row after row of beautiful old
homes."
"I think that Clemson reflects this spirit
of not letting good things die," Baker
explained. He said that in other parts of
the country the "rat race" hinders such
preservation.
Another advantage to Clemson's
smallness, according to Baker, is that
class sizes allow for a closer relationship
between student and teacher. "Students at
some schools rarely get to talk to their
professors, but at Clemson they are
welcome to and actually do so," he pointed
out.
Although he admitted that Clemson's
liberal arts department is somewhat
underdeveloped in comparison to the
extensive program at the University of
Iowa, Baker said that this could be considered a strong point. "I think liberal arts
should be something enjoyed by nonspecialists," Baker pointed out, mentioning that at many schools professors
are encouraged to "publish articles rather
than to create a love of literature."
"This is a bad trend which $ blocked in
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BAKER
colleges like Clemson where the emphasis
is on other majors," he noted. At Clemson
more stress is placed on the "enjoyment
and relaxation aspects of literature"
Baker claimed; professors here can
concentrate on teaching instead of
"grinding out papers, most of which will
not increase the enjoyment of literary
works."
Baker explained that in teaching, he has
always tried to emphasize independent
thought and to make his classes intellectually stimulating. At the University
of Iowa, he was noted for his innovative
work with inter-departmental courses in
European literature and thought. Baker
initiated the seven-course series which

utilized team-teaching and extensive class
discussion. "It was kind of a multiple
Socratic method—purely question and
answers but with more than one Socrates
present," Baker laughed.
At Clemson, Baker said that response to
his courses has been "very good." He not
only teaches a course in "Greeks and the
Bible," an extremely popular course at
Iowa, but he also leads a graduate seminar
on the works of Thackeray and Browning,
writers on whom he has done extensive
research.
In addition, Baker teaches a course in
Milton, allowing him to utilize his
background in classical literature.
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Student voice: does it exist?
by Debbie Graham_
How much power is held by students at
Clemson and how much should be held?
Opinions on the matter vary almost from
person to person.
In a discussion "The Student Voice at
Clemson," which was aired Thursday at
7:30 p.m. on WSBF, several student
leaders voiced their opinions on student
power and related subjects.
Moderated by WSBF News Director
David Stan ton, the question of what
directions students' could channel their
grievances in was considered by John
Pratt, student body president, Bill Findley, student senate president, Nancy
Quails, editor-in-chief of the Tiger and
Mike Purcell, WSBF business manager.
Stanton began the discussion by asking
Pratt, as student body president, to
characterize his relationship with the
Administration. Pratt answered that "For
the most part, the Administration is
amiable and very willing to listen to me."
Although the Administration does not
always respond in the ways students wish,
Pratt said, he was pleased with the
Administration's willingness to listen and
top try to respond as the students want
them to.
Findley, agreeing with Pratt, said that
the senate found little trouble in getting
along with the Administration and that the
Administration was willing to listen to
student voices and student opinions.
In repsonse to a statement by Stanton
that the Administration had passed one bill
out of the last five that the senate had
presented to it, Findley stated that the
administration gave "valid and adequate
reasoning as to why they could not do the
things that we had asked for. Otherwise,
the senate would have had something
further to say about it to the
Administration as to why the bills weren't
passed or considered more fully." He
continued by saying that there were some
resolutions on which the senate did intend
to confer further with the Administration.
When asked what the senate would do if
the Administration unreasonably turned
down a bill, Findley replied, that the first
thing would be for the committee in which

had been times when people that Tiger
staffers had interviewed had called back
and asked for their statements not to be
printed.
The doors which might be shut to the
staff, Quails explained, "are perhaps those
of certain administrators who felt that
they were being misrepresented or that
their interests were not being best served
by talking to Tiger reporters."

OPINIONS vary as to the power of the student voice at Clemson. While some believe the
Administration turns a deaf ear on student suggestions, others say University administrators are willing to listen and respond.
the bill originated to go back and do more
research on the specific legislation. If that
committee still felt the bill should have
been passed, the seante would resubmit
the bill. At the same time, individual
administrators would be questioned about
their personal opinions and disagreements
concerning the bill.
Stanton, calling the Tiger a "center of
controversy," then asked Quails if she had

Clemson Service Station
(alias Esso Club)
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Seneca Rd.

Phone 654-5120
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Our Submarine Sandwich

felt any pressure from the Administration
in the area of censorship.
Answering that the Tiger was not subject to prior censorship, Quails said that
there had been at certain points "pressure
brought to bear." As an example, she said
tHat during this year "The statement was
made that if the Tiger did not change its
tone, we night find the doors of certain
people shut to us." She also said that there

When asked about the relationship
between the Administration and WSBF,
Purcell explained that because of its "set
up and the very nature of the radio station,
we don't really have very much contact
with the Administration other than for
advice in money matters." He noted that
WSBF was probably the least controversial of all major student
organizations adding, "I doubt if many of
the administrators listen to us anyway."
According to Purcell, WSBF gets along
very well with the Administration.
Changing the topic to the studentteacher relationship, Stanton asked what a
student could do if he or she felt a teacher
had been unfair but was afraid to protest.
Pratt replied by saying that the
Ombudsman, a member of Student
Government appointed to help students
with any type of grievance, would be
available to help a student in the above
mentioned situation. Pratt felt that "The
Ombudsman would probably direct the
student or help him to go to the grievance
committee (student relations committe),
rather than try to directly intercede in his
behalf in this particular situation." He
said that the committee functioned quite
well in such situations.
Findley added that too few students
were aware of the committee's existence.
"The basic structure of the grievance
committee," Findley said, "is to allow the
student a way in which he could work out
any problems that exist between the
professor and the student." He explained
that the student may first work the
problem out with the professor or the head
of the department. If the problem could not
continued on page 12
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Berkowitz: aggression and impulsiveness
"Spontaneous acts of passion caused
by trivial issues" are perhaps the
major underlying factors in man's
aggressive behavior, according to
Leonard Berkowitz, a noted authority
on human aggression and violence.
Berkowitz, a psyhology professor at
the University of Wisconsin and author
of several books, spoke at Clemson
Wednesday night on the results of his
experiments, offering personal observations on the causes for the motives
behind violent actions.
Although most of his research has
been done on college students,
Berkowitz said that his studies apply to
all age groups. He pointed out that a
rule, aggression results from impulsiveness, a kind of "striking out
without much thought at all."
As an example, he noted that soldiers
in combat are often under great
emotional pressure as a combined with
their fighting role, and consequently,
may begin to shoot at random without
differentiating between the enemy and
civilians. Such aggressiveness,
^ triggered by the emotional pressure, is

ENGINEERING

•

the effect of outside stimuli which
manages to "pull out" responses from a
susceptible person, Berkowitz explained.
Likewise, Berkowitz maintained that
"murder, more often than not, is an
impulsive action." He said that many
murders result from aggression
designed to hurt but not necessarily to
kill someone else.
"My impression is that they didn't
intend to go that far. They had intended
to hurt but not necessarily to kill. There
is another impulsiveness that evokes
the excessive aggression which
ultimately kills the victim," Berkowit
said.
The psychologist refers to an experiment he conducted to see if the very
sight of a gun could evoke an
aggressive response. The results,
according to Berkowitz, showed that
the response depended on the individual's own perception of the
situation. "If the individual defines
some external stimulous as an
aggressive stimulus, he will tend to act

COMPUTER SCIENCE

aggressively," Berkowitz explained.
A common myth is that experiments
are often handicapped by the subject's
apprehensiveness about the experimenter's attitude toward him,
Berkowitz noted. For example, if the
subject perceives that the experimenter has a negative attitude
toward guns, then he may try to "put
his best foot forward and show the
experimenter that he has a good
healthy personality." However, the
psychologist said that he has not encountered this problem with his subjects.
Berkowitz also explained the reasons
behind
"aggressive
acts
for
nonaggressive purposes." He said that
some people strive for social acceptance (by street gangs, etc.)
through their violent behavior, and
others merely aim to hurt someone who
has provoked them. "The angry person
is rewarded, and satisfied when he sees
this person hurt," Berkowitz commented.
Because of the impulsiveness that
can be linked to aggressive crimes,
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"The cipher disk, tne of
the world's oldest tryptographic devices, is a crude
forerunner of the sophisticated communications security systems being developed
and tested at NSA today."
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Berkowitz said that handguns should
not be so readily available. The gun is
connected with rewarded aggression,
he said, and adds to the impulsive
aggressive reaction. "The finger pulls
us
the trigger, but to a certain extent the
lie
trigger also pulls the finger
Burkowitz concluded.
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The Entire Student Body
Because of the nature and scope of the National Security Agency's mission, we can offer
job challenge and career opportunities that
are impossible to match.

portunities for contributions in computer
sciences and theoretical research are also
offered.

AT NSA, we are responsible for designing and
developing secure,'invulnerable communications and EDP systems to transmit, receive
and analyze much of our nation's most vital
information. The advancing technologies applied in this work are such that they will frequently take you beyond the known and
accepted boundaries of knowledge. Consequently, your imagination and resourcefulness
are essential qualifications for success.

Computer Scientists participate in systems
analysis and systems programming related to
advanced scientific and operational applications. Software design and development is
included, as well as support in hardware design, development and modification.

The Career Scene at NSA: Engineers will find
work which is performed nowhere else . . .
devices and systems are constantly being developed which are the most advanced in the
Western World. As an Agency engineer, you
will carry out research, design, development,
testing and evaluation of sophisticated, largescale cryptocommunication and EDP systems.You may also participate in related studies of
electromagnetic propagation, upper atmosphere phenomena, and solid state devices using the latest equipment for advanced research
within NSA's fully instrumented laboratories.
Mathematicians define, formulate and solve
complex communications-related problems.
Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, and
combinatorial analysis are but a few of the
tools applied by Agency mathematicians. Op-

Starting salaries are based on education and
experience, and increase as you assume additional responsibility. Further, you will enjoy
the varied career benefits and other advantages of Federal employment without the
necessity of. Civil Service certification.

And Faculty
of
Clemson University
Is
Cordially Invited

Check with your Placement Office for further
information about NSA, or write to: Chief,
College Relations Branch, National Security
Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 20755,
Attn: M321. An equal opportunity employer,
M/F. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Our representative will be on campus
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Campus poll shows satisfaction with WSBF
by Earl Gatliru
According to a recent survey conducted by WSBF,
students seem to be satisfied with the station's
programming.
"The results were pretty much the way we figured,
although Top 40polled more than we expected," reported
Sam Campbell, program director for WSBF.
At the present time WSBF is 80 per cent progressive and
20 per cent Top 40 in its programming time. One reason is
that progressive rock, folk, electronic rock, certain forms
of jazz, and electronic classic are all presented in the
progressive format.
In discussing the present programming situation,
Campbell said, "We thought about having a Top 40 show in
the afternoon, but we didn't have the personnel. Besides,
if people want to hear Top 40, they can turn to numerous
commercial stations in the afternoon. On the other hand,
those who like progressive music have no other station to
turn to."
Campbell claimed listeners are attracted to top 40
shows because of their emergizing format. The announcer, the music and the pace of the show all lend equal
weight to the listener's entertainment. However, at
present the incoming announcers are inclined four-to-one
towards progressive as compared to Top 40.
"One thing the poll has led us to change is our afternoon
programming," claimed Campbell. "The afternoon will
provide a buffer between the slower paced night shows
and the fast morning show." The response to the poll
also indicated that prime time for the station is not from 3
p.m. to 6 p.m., as most commercial stations but from 9
p.m. to midnight.
Campbell feels this situation is beneficial, because it
allows the station to accomodate its new staffers in the
afternoon, once they have received their third class
operator's license.
"We have classes here for that purpose," stated
Campbell, "though we have to go to Atlanta to get the
licenses. We make our staffers study to prevent fly-bynighters from joining. We can't operate this place off of
people like that. It does take time."
He also noted that the poll has shown that the programs
need to include more folk and modern jazz. "The problem
in this area," Campbell reported," is that our selection of
records is a little weak."
However, as some sort of compensation, WSBF has
developed a Saturday line-up of special shows. From 9
a.m. until noon, there is a country music program,
followed by a jazz show, which lasts until 3 p.m. From 3
p.m. to 6 p.m., there is a soul show.
Commenting on the soul show, Campbell noted, "We
had some difficulty getting this show together until some
one came along that could really handle the job."
After the soul show is an oldies program. The special
shows close out with a rock history program from 9 p.m.
to midnight.
One question on the poll dealt with phonograph systems,
and the result proved interesting to the radio station since
84 per cent of those polled claimed to have or use a stereo.
"Being an alternative and progressive station," said

Many fee paid
positions available.
Technical
Administration
Secretarial
Clerical
Office
Sales

MORE THAN HALF the students in a recent poll taken by
WSBF prefer that radio announcers speak very little.
Terse disc jockeys are a prominent characteristic of the
Campbell, "means that our main competition comes from
these peoples' phono systems. We think this is fine
because we want to compliment this music."
The poll also revealed that students do not rate the news
and sports areas of programming very highly; nevertheless, Campbell reports, there has been improvement in
these areas, particularly sports.
"Our sports reporting has really increased in strength,"
Campbell boasted, "to the point that it is one of the best
areas we have. We have done more with sports this year
than we have in many years." Campbell predicted that
"before too long it may be a separate department."
Approximately 8% minutes out of the hour are devoted
to news according to Campbell. This falls within the fiveto-10 minute limit for news most favored by students
answering the poll.
One of the most noted suggestions on the poll was that
WSBF should convert to stereo FM, but prospects for this

Where New
Futures Begin

progressive form of radio programming. (Photo by Allen
Henry)

are bleak. Campbell explained that engineering costs
have risen about 15 per cent in the last two years. "We're
doing the best we can, trying to rejuvenate the equipment
we have," he said.
Switching to stereo will involve purchasing new
equipment. To accomplish this, Campbell said, WSBF will
have to be funded at a level beyond that needed to 'hold
their own.'
"It's taking all our money just to get by," said Campbell. "If we don't get increased funds from year to year
until the inflation slacks off, we may have to cut back on
summer programming. It's not a threat; it may be a
matter of necessity."
On a scale of one to 10, WSBF was rated 4.8 by the
students. "I feel this is just because we don't have the best
talent," observed Campbell. "We try to balance
professionalism with learning, so there's going to be a
tradeoff in quality. But that's what makes it fun."
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Forensic Union has best program in state -H
by Beth Rogers
Despite having to rebuild its program
due to graduating students, the Clemson
Forensic Union is winning big—bringing
home a total of six trophies from the
Catawba Forensics Tournament recently.
They have more debate tournaments,
the National Public Discussion Contest
and the Trustees Medal competition on the
agenda for this semester.
The Catawba tournament, attended by
21 schools from seven states, was held at
Catawba College in Salisbury, N.C., Jan.
12-13. It was the debate team's first varsity
tournament of the season. Clemson placed
second in the debate sweepstakes and
third in the individual events sweepstakes.
The debate team defeated UNCGreensboro, Davidson, VMI and
Appalachian State. They also defeated
Washington and Lee's "A" team in the
semifinals and lost to the Washington and
Lee "B" in the finals.
Novice debaters Carla Turner and Tom
Pender defeated Virginia Tech and lost to
Carson-Newman, Davidson and Emoryall by one point. David Stanton, Terri
Jowers and Shannon Bethea, also novices,
defeated Carson-Newman and Jefferson
State, losing to Davidson "X" and
Davidson "Y".
In individual events, Norm Stoehr won
first place and Kathy Stirling second place
in solo acting; Luci Brogden and Norm
Stoehr took fourth place in duet acting.
Phil Davis placed third in humorous
reading; John Hovermale won fifth place
in television commentary; and David
Stanton and Cantey Wright were named
finalists in impromptu speaking.
CFU also presented a weekly radio
broadcast series during January. The
program, which was recorded by the
Clemson University Communications
Center, was broadcast on the South
Carolina Educational Radio Network.
The topic debated was the energy vs.
environment crisis, and included the
programs "Is there actually an energy
crisis?", "Alternative methods of

producing fossil fuels," "Can we depend
on nuclear energy in the future?", and
"Solar Power—Is it the energy
breakthrough for the future?".
But this is only the beginning of the
Forensic Union's agenda. They have
several debate tournaments planned for
the next five weeks: University of Georgia
(Feb. 2-4), Florida State (Feb. 15-18), The
Citadel (Feb. 21-23) and three other
tournaments scheduled for March 1-3.
In addition, future activities include the
National Contest in Public Discussion,
which will be a 25-minute taped discussion
on the topic, "How can the government
best protect the American consumer?"
In this competition Clemson placed first
in 1973 and second in 1972. Participants in
this year's discussion will be Kathy
Hubbel, Tom Pender, Cantey Wright and
David Ayers.
During Spring Break (March 19-24)
eight students will travel to Boston for the
Harvard National Model United Nations.
Clemson University will represent France
at the program, which will be attended by
about 750 students.
Clemson's delegation is comprised of
various interested students, not just
members of the Forensic Union. Tentative
delegates are Darlene Busch, Neal Clamp,
Gail Chappelear, Molly Johnson, Joyce
Kelley, Gabe Meier, Tom Pender and
Cantey Wright.
The model UN will be governed by three
organs: the General Assembly, the
Security Council and the International
Court of Justice. Each nation's delegation
researches and submits its own
resolutions.
The Trustees Medal competition and a
debate against Victoria University
Wellington, New Zealand) are also on the
agenda for Feb. 25 and March 25,
respectively. Both events will be held at
Clemson.
Forensics director Charles L. Montgomery said the program is undergoing
rebuilding due to graduating seniors. The

Brinkley speech set
David Brinkley of NBC News will bring
his "Washington Report" to Clemson
University Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Tillman
Hall Auditorium. The program is sponsored by the University Speakers Bureau.
Brinkley has been reporting for NBC
for more than 28 years, changing
assignments a year ago when he began a
series of personal reports about the news
under the general title "David Brinkley's
Journal," aired five times weekly. Prior to

this assignment, he was co-anchorman
with Chet Huntley of "NBC Nightly
News."
Brinkley has received every major
broadcasting award. His writing has been
called the best ever done in television
journalism.' He has the reputation as the
country's wriest TV journalist and has
been described as "David of the
devastating quip" and "deliciously
cynical."

FORENSIC UNION members have won several events during the year and are
planning to participate in other events before the semester's end. Debater Larry
McLaughlin has the floor during a team practice. Photo by TAPS.
union lost 11 students last year. The only
returning debaters are Kathy Stirling and
David Ayers.
"We have the best program in the state;
there's no doubt about it," declared
Montgomery.
He stressed that "There is a place in the
Forensic Union for everyone who is
qualified and motivated."

New senate officers
learning their duties
Student Senate President-Elect John
Rivers and President Pro Tempore-Elect
Frank Quails presided with Bill Findley,
President of the Senate, at Monday's
Senate meeting, as the new slate of officers began to learn their duties. Jennifer
Warr and Mary Dease, also, were initiated
into the functions of secretary and clerk
respectively.
Attendance was sparse for the officers'
debut, necessitating several counts to
determine if a quorum was present.
Despite poor attendance, two important
new bills were passed.
"It's unfair that students cannot take a
course on a pass-fail basis in their major,
even though they have fulfilled the
requirements for graduation," explained
Lynn Lovelace in proposing the first bill.

AT THE
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PIZZA
Hot from the oven
freshly prepared and
baked perfectly for
your enjoyment

The Clemson Forensic Union (formerly
titled the Calhoun Forensic Society) is the
oldest student organization on campus. It
is a survivor of the 1894 Calhoun Literary
Society and includes such distinguished
alumni as Sen. Strom Thurmond, Lt. Gov.
Earle Morris and Wright Bryan, former
Vice President for Development at the
University.
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She went on to explain that several
students had been victims of the present
ruling which prohibits students from
taking any pass-fail courses in their major
course of study. Her proposal seeks to
provide this option, once the requirements
for graduation have been fulfilled.
In other action, Frank Quails reported
on the "Honor System." Quails stated, "In
this bill, which has already passed the
Faculty Senate, the student gives an
implicit pledge that he has not received
any unauthorized aid on academic work.
The major provision is that it transfers the
determination of guilt or innocence of
students accused of cheating from individual faculty members to the student
courts." The bill passed unanimously.

V Sale

All Pants, Long Sleeve Shirts, Sweaters, Sweater Vests, Belts, Gloves,
One group of Ties and others. Buy any one Sale Garment at regular price,
receive any Sale Garment or Garments of equal value
for only
Denim Shirts
Jeans
Denim Jackets

|*

Example: lPr. $12.00 Pants for $12.00
-c
with Two $6.00 Shirts for only ■
$4.95
$4.95
$7.95

Polyester Sport Coats
$25.00
Polyester Blazers Clemson Orange $44.50

Heavy Winter Jackets At Cost

Mr. Knickerbocker Men's Clothing
104 College Ave., Clemson
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
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Don't Forget to Remember

Nixon
and
the law
(Continued from page 1)

to comply, or he should not claim that he can't be forced to
do anything except by impeachment," he added.
Although the President has put his struggle with
Congress and the courts "on a more political level than it
maybe was meant to be," Arbena argued, the distinction
between politics and the constitutional grounds for impeachment (i.e. treason, bribery and high crimes) is
"somewhat vague."
Lander decried the fact that partisanship and distaste
for Nixon's policies has entered into the impeachment
issue because, if Nixon were impeached and convicted for
those reasons, it could set a dangerous precedent. "I don't
want to see impeachment used just for political reasons,"
he elaborated, adding, "I don't want him to be made a
martyr."
"There are a lot of people who would say he's been done
in by the liberal press," Lander said. He qualified his
views on the impeachment possibility by saying, "I base
this on the premise that he didn't commit any crime. If he
did, my attitude will undergo reexamination."
Impeachment itself would not set a bad precedent for
further politicking—what happened at the trial would be
crucial, though, according to Arbena. "If Nixon were
vindicated, there would be no precedent. Or if there was
clear evidence that Nixon was guilty of unconstitutional
actions, I would again say no," he said.
Problems would result, however, if Nixon were convicted on grounds that were vague and imprecise, or that
smacked of partisanship, Arbena ventured.
Yet impeachment should not be discounted simply
because of the magnitude of the official, Arbena claimed.
"If you take the attitude that we should never impeach the
president, then you're left with the question of why we
have impeachment at all."
Tuttle felt that a politically motivated impeachment
would set a new precedent in light of the rarity of impeachment cases—there have been only about a dozen
since 1789, and most of those involved judges. But Tuttle
said he didn't see a trend of political impeachments
springing up.
"I think this is a separate instance," he said, and it
shouldn't result in more of the same.
Can Nixon be removed from office? Not likely, according to the professors.
"There's a possibility of impeachment," said Tuttle.
"But it would be just about impossible to get the twothirds vote to remove him from office." If the U.S. House
got the necessary majority vote to impeach him, it would
still be necessary for the Senate, after a trial, to vote to
convict Nixon by a two-thirds margin.
Lambert commented, "I think everybody is seeking to
avoid the confrontation. He (Nixon) is relying on
outlasting the interest of the public on this. He's also
hoping that a Mideast war will divert attention."
"Over 60 per cent of the people voted for Nixon. They
won't want to have to say, 'We really blew this one,' "
Lambert added.

.You can get-

Nylon Clemson Jackets
Maverick Blue Jeans
Sweat Pants and Shirts

Judge Keller's
Store

PEPSI
TERRY BOTTLING CO.
North Main St.
Anderson, S.C.

■finger
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good'
GOOD SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES
All Students free drink with snack box, regular
dinner, and jumbo dinner.
On Mon. Tues. and Wed.
Must Show I.D.
Open Daily 10:30-9:00

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Highway 123
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CALCULATORS
TISR-10 Electronic
Slide Rule
Four
functions
plus
reciprocals, squares,
square roots. Scientific
notation gives range of 1099
to 10-99. Recharges in only
3 hrs. Case, charger incl.
Limited Amount
In Stock

Pastrami

99.95

Corned Beef
Roast Beef

Calculator Sales
FULL YEAR
WARRANTY

Spartanburg, S.C.
SEE JERRY HINSON

Clemson

RESEARCH

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Hot Hero Sandwiches

~W<r*

7C3 LEVER
656-6602

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.
....YOU MUST APPLY EARLY....

the tiger
Too much
Viewers of President Nixon's State of the
Union Address Wednesday night may have come
away with the disappointment of those who have
been promised a first-run showing but were
given a rerun. They would have been justified.
White House statements prior to the address
indicated that the message would be the most
important of Nixon's Presidency, if not of his
entire political career. While it was difficult to
imagine the best of a long line of memorable
speeches—the heart-rending "Checkers' speech
and the "You-won't-have-Nixon-to-kick-around-anymore" farewell being highlights—the
prospect was most intriguing.
Would he resign? A pleasant thought, but not a
very likely possibility. Would he announce a new
"game plan" to win the confidence of the
American public—a "Return of Operation
Candor," perhaps? The possibilities seemed
endless.
All this speculation was for naught, however.
Wednesday's address to the Congress did not
present "The Best of Nixon" or even a "New
Nixon," but merely "More of Nixon"—with a
few additions.
After a few general statements about the
country, Nixon reminded his listeners that, for
the first time in 12 years, the country is "at peace
with every other nation of the world" and that
"all" American troops have returned from
Southeast Asia "on their feet and not on their
knees." Mention of those troops still missing in,
action was not made until later in the speech.
Resisters who had to go to prison or leave the
country were, of course, not mentioned at all.
Nixon also named "10 key areas" in which
"landmark accomplishments" could be made in
1974. Some of the suggestions were expected—
breaking the energy crisis, taking a "giant stride
towards lasting peace" and checking the rise in
prices without causing recession—while others
were a bit ironic, considering the source.
High quality health care and federal aid to
education were among the goals listed for the
year by the man who had to be ordered to release
impounded funds for health and education.
Reform of the welfare system so that "no
government program admits it is more
profitable to go on welfare than to go to work"
was called for—with no mention of a system of
child care facilities which would allow mothers
on welfare to find employment.
But best of all—from the President whose
Administration has demonstrated the least
possible regard for the individual's right to
privacy—came the statement that, in this age of
"electronic snooping," there is a need to define
personal privacy and that he will launch such an
effort. How reassuring.
In conclusion, Nixon once again stated that he
has "no intention of walking away" from the job
he was elected to perform and that it is time for
an end to the Watergate investigation, because
"one year of Watergate is enough."
Maybe so. But eight years of Nixon is too
much.
nancy quails
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* IMPEACHMENT? NO, 1 WOULDN'T WANT TO POT THE COUNTRV THROUGH THAT. "

Meeting: a sketch
The day I saw her across the
lobby, I was jolted from such
serene security as may be felt by
someone who knows himself and
is at peace. I stared at her across
the room; she stared at me.
Was it the mood, the location,
the atmosphere...that August day
when we saw each other? What
collection of happenstances so
collaborated as to cause the
compelling sense of urgency that
we must draw toward one
another through the crowd?
It was during a youth convention of "sorts in a large northern city several years ago, yet
the effervescent feeling of
wonderment, surprise and excitement that was obviously
mutually felt still lingers within
me. In a crowded room we saw
one another, looked at one
another and walked toward one
another.

the tiger
Opinions expressed on the editor isl pages and in analyses are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration,
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How much more comforting
was a belief in the pagan gods,
whose whimsical actions could
explain and abey the puzzlement

of that silent but powerfully felt
command "Meet him," or "Meet
her."
Has it ever happened to the
reader? It happened to me. Was
it perhaps some winning

myself along the sidewalks of
thatlarge city. I chanced to enter
a small corner Italian pizza shop.
And I saw her, seated at a table
with some friends. We exchanged
names and locales. She was from

Driftwood
by George A. Smith

kaleidoscopic
makeup
of
momentary facial expression
that caused us to instantly react
toward each other? More surely
some extra-sensory phenomenon
commanded us.
Was she good looking? I
remember her teeth were a little
crooked.
We spoke. Not a nervous, firstintroduction kind of speech, but
such as one might speak to his
sister.
"Where are you going?"
"In there."
"So am I."
And we went in there, which
was a room with a panel
discussion in progress. We
listened to the panel discussion.
And then we went our separate
ways, without saying another
word.
That night I was walking by

a midwestern state. I was from a
southern state. And the compelling urgency to meet was
satisfied.
And I left. I went back to that
southern state. And she went
back to her midwestern state. I
had never really said anything to
her, more than five sentences
anyway.
Yet every six months or so
finds me remembering the incident in the large northern city,
the incident with no reason, no
explanation, no ending. No love
was ever involved, no romance,
just the common feeling between
two strangers that they should
meet.
Will I ever see her again? Will I
ever write to her, visit her,
telephone her?
It appears not. I seem to have
forgotten her name.

editorials
Dirty politics shouldn't pay
by Robert E. McCormick_
Note: This column is one of
several written by students of
economics at Clemson.
During the 1972 Presidential
campaign, George McGovern
called
the
first
Nixon
Administration the most corrupt
in American political history.
Whether or not it was at the time

is a moot point. However the
resignation of Spiro Agnew the
conviction of Illinois's ' exGovernor Kerr, the evidence of
political corruption in Newark's
political structure and, to a lesser
extent, the entire conglomerate
of Watergate transgressions
indicate that the political
machinery of today is rife with

letters
Students getting
unfair treatment
I'm just a resident of Pickens
county, but I hope you'll print my
letter anyway. I don't use
dangerous drugs and I think
convicted violators of drug laws
ought to be punished approximately. Howexer it seems
that there is as much disregard
bfts for the law by those to whom we
have
entrusted
the
administration of justice as there is
abuse by students.
Nixon's my President and I
don't think impeaching him
would do any good, though his
integrity is questionable. My
primary concern is with public
officials whose misconduct affects our everyday lives.
Judge John Gentry, Sheriff
David Stone and the Pickens
County lawyers seem to be in
collusion to me. Our judge has let
Clemson students know that they
will get a different brand of
justice than non-students—a
clear case of discrimination on
the basis of education. Surely
someone will come forward and
challenge this slap in the face to
Pickens County residents.
Though by and large our law
enforcement officials are honest
and effective, I think their
overeagerness in dealing with the
young people encourages them to
make mistakes—widening both
the credibility and the generation
gaps.
The role of legal counsel in this
predestination of drug cases is
particularly offensive. The
lawyers seem to have agreed
upon a fee (price fixing?) for
which they will represent a
client, whom they presume to be
guilty and to whom little legal
assistance is given. The individual is then automatically
convicted, and his fate is
determined by his educational
status.
If a lawyer is trying to get a fair
trial for his client and the judge
has shown prejudicial behavior,
why doesn't he demand a change
of venue? This safeguard in the
English system of justice has for
centuries protected citizens from
the irrational behavior of normal
sound judges. Should the judge
refuse to step down from a case in
which he has indicated prejudice
or to grant a change of venue, the
lawyer has a moral obligation to
his client to appeal the case.
Once justice has been served,
the innocent student should go
free with his name untarnished,
and the guilty one should receive

his sentence—neither more nor
less than non-student. Cheap
bureaucrats who try to set
Americans against each other on
the basis of education are no
different from those agitators
who tried it on the bases of race
and national origin.
I hope the great American
sense of fairness prevails. I hope
no one bears me any ill will for
speaking up for our student
neighbors. I would really hate
hearing a knock at our door late
one night, from someone
demanding entry, and getting
arrested for a bottle of pills from
my wife's father (a physician) all
because of this letter.
Harry Juff

'R.V.' leaves no
room for nature
In regard to the recent
discussion of sign-in rules in
women's dormitories, I would
like to recount an incident in
which I was involved. On a
Friday night, my fiance and I
had returned to her room in
Benet Hall after she began to feel
ill. She went directly to bed and
was soon asleep. I decided to stay
with her until visitation hours
were over.
Eventually I went to the
bathroom (which is three doors
down). On my way back, I was
confronted by the resident
assistant, to whom I am no
stranger, and was informed by
her that it was against dormitory
rules for me to be in the hall
unescorted. After I informed her
of the situation, she remained
steadfast in her "ruling."
In view of my fiance's being ill
and the fact that nature dictates
when one must use the bathroom,
it is obvious that I had no
recourse but to be on the hall
unescorted. However, the
resident assistant failed to see
my point and proceeded to issue a
"residence violation" to my
fiance.
Barry Marler

Nixon is
a no count
Hello. My name is Johnny
Junior Jenkins, and I live in
Central. I think President Nixon
is a no count.
Could you please put this in the
paper so I could show it to my
friends in school—ok?
Thanks
J. J. Jenkins

those who are willing to step
outside the law for personal gain.
This is not to suggest that
political corruption is a recent
phenomenon. But why the apparent recent explosion of
lawlessness at such high levels,
which are supposedly manned by
persons of high moral and ethical
standards?
A close look at some figures
might help. Federal government
expenditures increased from $92
billion in I960 to $196 billion in
1970, and further increased to
$262 billion by the end of 1972.
State and local government
expenditures have increased
from a total of $61 billion in 1960
to $148 billion in 1970. Total
government spending increased
from $153 billion in 1960 to $344
billion in 1970 — an increase of
124.8 per cent. This is not only a
staggering sum of money passing
through the maze of political
control, but also a tremendous
increase in only the past few
years.
It is essential, however to
realize that illegal acts are
committed by completely
rational people doing what
anyone would expect of the
normal
selfish
person.
Individuals may be expected to
maximize their personal welfare,
even at the expense of the public.
If a political figure is in a
position to award contracts for
kickbacks or to prevent antitrust
action in return for campaign
contributions, or is able to skim
off funds, when will he or she do
so and when will he or she not do
so? The rational person will
attempt to qualify the gains and
costs and compare them. To
quantify the gains, the politician
will determine how much money
can be obtained fraudulently. She
or he will then attempt to
quantify the costs — a more
difficult task.
The cost of getting caught is not
easily converted to dollars; for
one thing, it is difficilt to estimate
the probability of getting caught.
The cost of public humiliation
and several years in jail varies
among persons, and it is difficult
to place a value upon them. Also
the cost that people attach to
personal honor, obeying the law
and personal integrity are not as
easily obtained.
The extremely large rewards
for graft and the ridiculously low
fines and jail terms even when
caught go far in explaining why
many people are willing to take
the risk associated with illegal
political behavior.
The problem may be dealt with
in several ways. The temptation
faced by politicians should be
reduced by limiting financial
flows through the hands of
government. Areas of governmental control should be given to
the private sector.
Considering the extremely
small fines ($5000 for Ashland
Oil) for illegal campaign contributions in 1972, can industries
be blamed for making the contributions? The cost must be
raised astronomically so that the
number of people willing to accept the risk is small, and the
level of government influence
and spending should be reduced.

On with the Revolution
A prevalent, smug attitude seems to have
firmly entrenched itself within the student body,
gaining momentum rapidly after Gerry Hough's
brief injection of mild activism in 1971, when he
was student body president. One distressing
point, though, is that this attitude of calm,
contented disinterest did not spring up after
Hough departed. Its roots run deep and, no
doubt, its causes are ramified and complexhowever, it can basically be explained in the
terms that most of our students are pampered
children.
This attitude has given rise to the notion that
college life is a period of carefree learning and
living before the student has to enter the "real"
world. To a student whose earnings during the
summer months determine whether or not he
will be able to attend school in the fall, college
life is real—as real as any rat race. To those who
are searching for philosophical answers about
life and self in a genuine attempt to grow, college
is not an extended vacation from home.
It is not difficult to see why many students here
do not worry if student reforms are not wrought
as long as their parents keep sending 10 dollars a
week, as long as they can run home to Mommy
and Daddy for affection and attention and as
long as they know a relative has a job lined up for
them once they receive, though not necessarily
earn, their "work permit."
Ordinarily, these people would neither win our
sympathy or contempt, but one of the consequences for their irresponsible resignation is
that it caters to the Administration's position
that to get somewhere we all have to stand still.
As long as this attitude is predominant among
students, either the Administration will never
change, or the rate or quality of change will be
negligible.
Another distressing point is that there seems to
be a circular or continuing pattern of reinforcement between this joyous passivity and a
distorted picture of life. Hough almost broke the
pattern, and, had it been broken, he could very
well have taken all the credit because the issue
that brought the students together was sex.
The issues that face us now aren't quite as
appealing as sex, but perhaps they are more
important since most students here have a car
anyway. The little hope we placed in the freshman class after reading about the activities
going on in high schools last year quickly
disappeared. The energy crisis has entered our
minds since we face being partially deprived of
luxuries, but enough rednecks and candy-asses
still exist on this campus, as witnessed by their
don't-give-a-damn driving habits, that we must
search elsewhere for a solution. Maybe a
depression wouldn't be as bad as it seems.
All this tends to leave us a little despondent
and puzzled as to how we can reverse present
trends. One thing is for sure, though, we will not
quit. Contrary to popular belief we are optimists.
On with the Revolution!
earl gaffin
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Three 'biggies in a variety of styles
by Gary Ragan,
Sundown
Gordon Lightfoot

dozen artists like Cat Stephens and Carly Simon. But
Gordon Lightfoot, who writes some of the most inventive music of them all, has seemed not to gain so
much notice as the others.
He seems more versatile than many of the other
balladeers currently practicing. He writes some songs
which are autobiographical, some fantasies, some
simple lyrical gems — but all are done in a strongly
original style. His work is characterized by light,
unusual rhythms and key progressions and the unique
inflection of his voice. Sundown is a collection of pieces
which are all nicely illustrative of the Lightfoot talent.
"High and Dry" is a rollicking sea tale driven on by
Jim Gordon's insistent percussion. "Circle of Steel" is
a mournful story of Christmas in a happy home where
the mother is a drinker and the father is in jail for
trying to provide for the family by some untold shady
method. Definitely not one to listen to on a lonely, rainy
afternoon, this song is a vehicle showing the depths of
melancholia which Lightfoot can attain with his voice.
The most moving piece on the record, though, is the
title song, "Sundown". This lament for life in general
and for the girl Sundown in particular combines bitterly poignant lyrics with a calmly hopeless vocal that
sets your suicide nerves on ledge. The interplay between major and minor keys combined with the
alternately bitter and peaceful lyrics yields a composition which its painfully close to its intended
emotion.
Sundown is quite well-produced with a clean, low
sound. Lightfoot is supported by good musicians and
his rich vocals are mixed out front rather than
drowned in a sea of thousands of acoustic guitars. All in
all, the record is an exquisite bit of low-key entertainment.

Akkerman

Akkerman. His hands flew over his guitar in a display
of prowess that dazzled nearly everyone who wasn't
already knocked out by some combination of circumstances and chemicals. His second solo album is
equally impressive, but in a different way.
On Tabernakel, Akkerman plays some fine guitar,
but he also spends a roughly equal amount of time
playing lute. And the music he plays on the record is
not exactly "Hocus Pocus". The first side of the album
features Elizabethan dances and ballads, all instrumental. Ye olde English musick. Some of the
pieces represent authentic period music, at least in so
far as their composers' names were familiar to an Olde
English source.
The music is laden with the feel of ancient stone
castles, royal festivals, and the smell of everyone's
ideal Great Banquet Hall. It is completely easy to close
your eyes, listen and drift off to join your favorite
period in Medieval or Elizabethan England.
All the music is well - executed and enjoyable, but if
pressed I would have to choose as a favorite an original
Akkerman composition, "House of the King". A tooshort piece, it is composed of a sort of spirited grand
march movement and a passage invoking thoughts of
elegance and ease in the home of His Majesty.
Assisting Akkerman in his efforts here are a sixteenpiece orchestra, Tim Bogert and Carmine Appice.
Curioser and curioser ... This has to be one of the most
successful of the late odd musical matches to come out.
The second side is almost entirely filled up by
"Lammy", another Akkerman composition (with a
little help) in several movements. This piece completely breaks the musical stride of the album. It could
be loosely termed "modern jazz", but that label is
probably more than a little misleading. It covers a
wide range of moods and feelings during which time
Akkerman plays half a dozen instruments, and Tim
Bogert does a little fancy fingerwork of his own. It's
most peculiar, but most interesting.
And that statement describes the whole album quite
well. Most peculiar, most interesting and very, very
good.

The Tain
Tabernakel
Horslips
Jan Akkerman
It's hard enough for a band to stay together long
Of all the sights Littlejohn Coliseum has seen in the enough to come to know each other well enough to
past year, certainly one of the most impressive was release a good album. But when a band releases their
that of the magic fingers of Focus guitarist Jan second excellent album while still having essentially
no public recognition, this constitutes passage of an
important test. They have the strength not to sell out to
what is popular and thus sacrifice originality for a fast
buck. Horslips, the Irish band whose first album was
discussed in this space some time back, has now
passed this test with extremely high marks.

Dallas Symphony disappointing
by Preston L. Pittman_
Clemson concert-goers were entertained last Thursday night, by the
Dallas Symphany Orchestra under the
baton of Donald Johanos, and the excellent pianists Arthur Whittemore and
Jack Lowe.
In spite of the weather, which was to
play a prominent part in the performance after the intermission, a
large audience turned out to hear the
Dallas Symphony do its best to overcome the miserable acoustics of the
Littlejohn Coliseum.
The program began with a performance of Haydn's Symphony No. 99
in E Flat Major, four movements, and
in the traditional sonata form, with the
traditional and expected cadences and
chord changes-a great crowd pleaser,
requiring little intelligence, and even
less attention, to appreciate. Indeed, as
the program notes put it, the opening
adagio was "tender and mysterious,
foreshadowing Beethoven." One is
forced to equate this to, say, Bessie
Smith being "tender and mysterious"

foreshadowing Janis Joplin, or the
Andrew Sisters being "tender and
mysterious" foreshowing the McGuire
Sisters.
The entire performance was "touch
and go" between Donald Johanos, the
French horns, and the echoes until the
last E flat reverberated away
somewhere up in the rafters.
The next piece on the program
showed us that orchestras are, indeed,
aware that excellent music has been
written since music-lovers were
deprived of the light form the holy sunsBeethoven and Brahms, as the two
pianists performed the Poulenc Concerto in D Minor or Two Pianos and
Orchestra. Messrs. Whittemore and
Lowe played the two piano parts more
than admirably, bringing out the
brilliance and wit in Poulenc's difficult
and subtle composition.
The pianists played piano transcriptions of orchestral works for their
encore—selecting from Gluck's
"Orfeo" and Ravel's "Bolero"—with
both excitement and mastery.

Following intermission, Bartok was
struck from the program due to the
illness of the English horn player and
replaced with Beethoven's Third
Symphony, "The Erotica." Unfortunately, the work was accompanied by
a raging thunderstorm, which belied
the message and meaning of the music.
The much-abused honor of a standing
ovation followed the piece, though it
must be admitted that the "Erotica"
was splendidly performed. Dvorak's
"Slavonic Dance No. One," a "rabble
rouser," delighted the audience as the
selection for the symphony's encore.
Overall, the performances of Arthur
Whittemore and Jack Lowe saved the
evening from becoming the typical
concert, complete with basic
representative Haydn, the basic
representative Beethoven, as well as
the basic arch-romantic encore. It took
France less than a hundred years to
realize that the Germans did not have a
monoploy on great music. Are
Americans really that far behind their
French counterparts?

The Tain is their musical interpretation of an ancient legend, the Irish equivalent of the Aeneid. The
album tells the story (too complex to describe here)
using original material as well as adaptations of Irish
folk tunes. This album is slightly more Western (i.e.,
American or British) than the first, but that
fascinating blend of Irish folk and electric rock is still
strong. No matter what you are listening to now, this
album will be different. No matter what chord
progression you are used to or are listening for, you
probably won't be able to predict much of what goes on
on The Tain.
Here, as on their last album, the Irish influence is felt
through the band's use of odd (by our standards) keys
and progressions and by the use of such exotic Irish
instruments as Uileann pipes and a bodhran. Assorted
flutes and whistles heighten the effect.
The band's distinctive sound comes about through a
mixing of these Irish elements with a heavy electric
guitar (in easy doses), an electric bass and a pounding
drumbeat. The result of this coupling is a style capable
of immense power or light, airy music from Lothlorien.
The sound can't really be described or related to
anything else current. If the preceding attempt
sounded interesting or if you think you would like to
hear ancient Irish battle and war set to music, then
pick up The Tain. The music is lively, invigorating and
interesting, but most of all it is fresh and new.
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Theatre

Can 'live theatre' survive in Seneca?
by Ginny Manning,
Although a passing motorist might not notice the small
wooden sign projecting from the building or even the
lighted one in what once was a display window, there is
one brick storefront on North First Street in Seneca that's
a little different from all the others.
An especially observant driver might happen to glimpse
some words that a few people believe to be virtually
unknown in a small Southern town. Words like "community theatre," "Fantasticks," and "The Mask." Words
that indicate a feel for the arts, a need for expression.
Words that say "culture," "curiosity," and "learning."
All these words apply to the struggling but lively Oconee
Community Theatre, based in Seneca and presenting a
year-round live theatre. The Community Theatre
originated as a summer-time little theatre sponsored by
Northside Elementary School PTA and the Oconee Arts
Commission in 1969. According to director Michael
Andron, the theatre continued on a summer-time basis
through 1971 under the auspices of the Oconee Arts
Commission. In December 1971, the members of the
theatre decided to go year-round, beginning their
repertoire with a production of "Oliver."
"We had such a great response in the summers and a
tremendous amount of support and encouragement from
the local community," said Andron, who holds a master in
Educational Theatre from N.Y.U. "And the dream came
true. With donations from local merchants of both money
and materials, we've been able to build up an actual
theatre from scratch in what was a furniture warehouse."
"One of the most unique features of the Oconee Community Theatre," Andron said, "Is the flexible seating
arrangements that allow the stage to be at any point
within the theatre." Some 200 seats arranged in blocks of
ten on sheets of plywood and resting on tiers of movable
cinder block, are easily shifted to allow for a wide variety
of actor-audience relationships. Andron noted that such a
mobile set-up allows for a diversity of presentation as well
as technique.
"We could probably put on almost any show, though
we've basically stuck to works already staged either on or
off Broadway in New York. 'The Fantasticks,', our
current production, was an off-Broadway hit for over ten
years and we've been able to incorporate most of the
sophisticated lighting techniques with our stage."
Most of the acting talent seen at the theatre is that of
local amaetuers, which Andron describes as 'high
caliber; often pro status."

' "There's an amazing amount of talent here. The players
have come from all over this area — Seneca, Walhalla,
Clemson, Westminster — and many of them are wellknown community members — the mayor of Seneca,
doctors, professors, students. There hasn't been any
generation gap here."
Despite talent, a theatre, and a large potential audience
within the foothill region, the Oconee Community Theatre
has suffered an apparently unexplainable decline in attendance and community support during the current
season.
"After all the enthusiastic support we've received in the
past, it's hard to understand why interest has dropped off
so suddenly," mused Andron. "Part of the reason that
we're near bankruptcy revolves around the fact that we
receive no federal or state funding. Our operating capital,
which goes for rent, utilities, rights to the plays, and a
token salary for the director, comes entirely out of box
office receipts and patrons' subscriptions. Right now,
we're about $2,000 in the hole and if things don't look up,
there's a good chance we may have to fold. Though most
of our basic materials were generally donated to us, we
do have those bills to pay and without a paying audience,
we can't survive.
"The quality of our productions has increased, according to people who have attended our last productions," continued Andron. "Everyone left the last show
("The Miracle Worker") praising the production highly.
We need more publicity, but since we can't afford it on a
large scale, adequate publicity has been a problem. Local
media has been extremely helpful and we appreciate that.
It was suggested to me that the people in Walhalla won't
support us anymore because we moved back to Seneca
(the troop spent one summer in Walhalla, when the junior
high school in which they had been performing in Seneca
burned down). I can't see that; we moved back to Seneca
because it's centrally located with regard to Clemson,
Walhalla, and Westminster — it appeared to be the best
location to serve the foothills community as a whole."
Andron holds the belief that the community will not
desert the theatre at this crucial moment. "We know the
people of this area care about live theatre and cultural
ventures. We need to contact more of them, though," he
said. "We are now in the process of an intensive membership drive to raise funds. Our present show, 'The
Fantasticks,' (January 31, February 1 and 2at 8p.m.) and
our next show, 'Dracula,' (February 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, and
March 1 and 2) can pull us out of our hole if we can fill the
house, which, incidently, we were able to do at nearly
every one of our summer performances."
In a basically rural area such as the foothills region, any
thriving, local participation in the arts is often rare. The

presence of the Oconee Community Theatre is a credit to
the people of the area and its loss would certainly be felt,
particularly by people not closely concerned with
Clemson University, says Andron. Maintaining an optimistic outlook, Andron concluded with, "I don't think
that the people will let us down."

Winners of '73 ... and then some
by Tommy Evatt.
The year 1973 gave the public
some excellent films; at times,
however, there were some real
losers.
Fine performances were in
abundance, but, unfortunately,
good performances did not
necessarily redeem mediocre
films. This point has been proved
many times in recent years.
Barbra Streisand's splendid
acting in Up The Sandbox was
wasted because the script was so
jumbled; Peter O'Toole's excellent portrayal of the title
character in Goodbye, Mr. Chips
was in vain, because the whole
enterprise was so contrived, and
Glenda Jackson, a superb British
actress, was reduced to substandard level in the wretched
Sunday, Bloody Sunday.
But 1973 saw the rise of chic
porno: it was wide open and

decidedly alive, despite civil and
Supreme Court rulings. Moving
into middle America were such
skin flicks as Behind the Green
Door, The Devil In Miss Jones
and the infamous Deep Throat,
which made Linda Lovelace a
household word. These three
incredibly bizarre films, during
their release in 1973, grossed an
amazing $30 million.
As mentioned earlier, court
decisions against porno have not
caused the demise of these
profitable sex shows; look in any
local, daily newspaper—Atlanta
Constitution, Charlotte Observer,
New York Times, or even
Charleston's News and Courier —
and take your pick of the porno
offerings in those areas.
Let's get off this subject and
get down to point. Here are my
choices for the best films and best

performances for the year 1973.
Jesus Christ Superstar:
Several national film reviewers
didn't include Superstar on their
lists. Not letting them influence
me, I must include it. The fusion
of the excellent score, adept
direction and outstanding
cinematography make it a
highlight of the year.

socks, convertibles and such.
Fine
performances
by
MacKenzie Phillips and Ronny
Howard.
The Exorcist: Surely to be the
most talked about film in many
years. This film surpasses the
Hitchcock genre in sheer terror.
Linda Blair as the possessed 12year old is totally convincing.

The Way We Were: Barbra
Streisand and Robert Redford
give excellent performances in
this nostalgic love story. Sydney
Pollack's direction sometimes
drags, but the overall effect is
quite satisfying.

Paper Moon: Tatum O'Neal as
an orphaned waif completely
steals the show from her father.
A bit irreverent, this film is
noteworthy because of its inventive photography, faithful
sets and, of course, Tatum
O'Neal. Don't be surprised if
she's nominated for an Oscar.

American Grafitti: A completely enjoyable film about
growing up in the age of bobby

Other films which make up the
"second best" list include: The
Sting, Papillon. Westworid,

Blume in Love, and Pat Garrett
and Billy the Kid.
As for performances, best male
actor of the year was Robert
Redford; as a WASP-ish writer
during the forties and fifties, he is
totally convincing in The Way We
Were; as a con-man in The Sting
he is undeniably suave. As for
female acting, no one has topped
Barbra Streisand in The Way We
Were. She is, without question,
America's foremost actress.
On a final note, the producers
of Last Tango In Paris should be
commended for completely
fooling the American public:
Tango was definitely the most
overrated film of the year and
possibly the dullest in the history
of cinema. The ironic thing about
the film is that many, many
people paid a ridiculous admission to see it.
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M. BROCKMAN JEWELER
Oconee Square
.

Seneda, S. C.

by Nancy Qualls_

AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER
ENGRAVING ON PREMISES
GREEK ALPHABET AVAILABLE
Phone 882-6812

STEREO SUPPLIES
Cables

Extension Cords

Wire

Head Cleaners

Record Cleaning Supplies

Splicing tape

Phone jacks

Cassette Cleaner

Phone plugs

Antennas
Audio Adapters

BARNETT

MUSIC CENTER
206 College Ave. Clemson
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Commission seeks to serve

rT

lEZag

Open Every Day 11 A.M.-10 P.M.
THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN AT REASONABLE

«"«s-$U9- $3.50
2916 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
Phone: 225-1238

Alcohol and drugs are
associated by many people with a
University environment. Both
substances may be found in use
at Clemson—from Student Union
beer busts to other gatherings
which have not received
University sanction.
But the use—and abuse—of
alcohol and drugs is not limited to
the University alone in Pickens
County. And the Pickens County
Commission on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse is attempting not only to
curtail the incidence of abuse, but
also to provide education and
referral services to people who
need such assistance.
"Citizen support in Pickens
County has been very good,"
commented Willette Dewsnap,
executive director of the commission. Clemson citizens
"participated in a study group
that led to the commission," she
noted, and some are now serving
on the commission itself.

Members of the commission
from Clemson are Otis Nelson,
chairperson; Dr. John Mulkeen,
the
Reverend
Eugene
Copenhaver and Dr. John
Vaughn. Also serving are Sam
Parker, Ann Gardner, Ellen
Brown, Jo Ann Cobb and the
Reverend Sam Scipio. The
agency office is located on the
grounds of Cannon Memorial
Hospital, Pendleton Street,
Pickens.
Financed by tax revenue from
the sale of minibottles, the
commission will focus its activities in three areas of information and referral, treatment and rehabilitation and
preventive education. Currently
the information and referral
services are the only services
offered by the commission, with
the other areas covered by other
community agencies or contracted out. In the future, the
commission hopes to expand its
services, Dewsnap explained.

. A three-part program of action
for work within the county has
been adopted by the commission,
Dewsnap stated. The first steD
will be to "develop public
awareness" of the commission.
The next step will be to "encourage public support. We want
the people to know they can call
on us and get help. Finally we will
attempt intervention in the addictive process — behavior
modification," she said.
Before it can hope to be effective, Dewsnap concluded, the
commission's "need for information" must be met. She
encouraged Pickens County
citizens to make their wishes and
ideas known to the agency.
"We need to know what the
needs of the people are, so we can
meet them. If we're to be
responsible to the people of
Pickens County, we need to know
what services they require," she
said.

Student voice
Continued from page 3
be resolved there, the student could go to
the dean of the college and then on the the
student relations committee. That committee, with both the student and professor
present, tries to solve the problem. Findley also said that the matter could be
appealed to President R.C. Edwards.
Concerning the safety of this method,
Findley said that, if necessary, both
parties could remain anonymous.
Turning to the question of curriculahow a student can change the curriculum
if she or he does not think it is valid—Pratt
replied that last fall a resolution went
through Student Senate suggesting that
students be placed on departmental
curriculum committees. He added that
Senator Frank Quails, who authored the
resolution, was contacting departmental
committees to see if this has been done.
Pratt hopes that this procedure "will be
effective in allowing students to signify
what they would like to see in their
courses."
"Of course we still have a long way to
go," Quails commented. Stating that
student needs are often not recognized and
therefore not met, she expressed hope that
this method would succeed.
Pratt added that "Although some
departments at this time do have students
on their curriculum committees, how
much real input those students are able to
contribute, I just can't say."
If a Student has some ideas about
curriculum changes, he should first go to
his department, Pratt explained. "But
don't go just to one place; go to as many as
you can think of. Get as many people
listening to you as possible."
Changing the topic of discussion to
finances, Stanton asked how students
could get around paying activity fees or
could have a say on this question.
Purcell noted, "The concert series,
athletic contests • and such programs
probably need the mandatory allocation
out of student fees just to survive."
Quails would like to see students have a
voice in this area. "But if you get down to
'I don't attend athletic events so why
should I have to pay for them' you get to
the idea of 'I'm not interested in Student
Government so my money shouldn't go to
Student Government' or 'I don't read the
Tiger; therefore, my money shouldn't go

there.' " She sees the need to utilize some
kind of system in the question of student
activity fees.
Concerning this area, Pratt does not
believe the University will get away from
the concept of "spreading the cost of
everything over the entire population." He
added that the amount each student pays
for the programs covered by the activity
fee is not much, although the cost of the
activity card is rather large.
Awareness by the students of how much
they are paying for each activity, Quails
feels, would help students' attitudes in this
area.
Noting that in the recent Jordan-Ford
visitation case the Administration simply
over-ruled the student Supreme Court's
decision that the sign-in rule was
discriminatory, Stanton asked for comments on the judicial system.
Quails feels that the Administration's
decision that the student court's ruling was
invalid "is a real slap in the face to the
student's responsibility."
Findley explained that he and Pratt had
gone to the Administration concrning this
case. The administrators pointed out that
they had to operate within certain
guidelines and that the student court had
overstepped the boundary. This was the
main reason, Findley feels, that the
Administration went against the student
court's decision.
"What the Administration is saying in
effect," Pratt added, "is that the court's
decision was changing something approved by the trustees which they, the
Administration, really don't have the right
to approve or disapprove." Pratt deduced
that no changes could be made this
semester. Any change would have to be
approved by the board at either their
spring or summer meeting for next year.
The fact that a suitable alternate plan of
security was not presented to the
Administration, Pratt feels, is another
reason that the Administration disapproved of the court's decision.
Just how much voice does the student
have at Clemson? Student government
officials claim to be instituting programs
to give the student more say in the administration of the University. The
discussion participants seem to be optimistic that the student at Clemson will
become more a participant than an
onlooker in affairs at Clemson.
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campus bulletin
CHRONICLE is organizing for next year
Any writer, artist or other student interested
in contributing
to the
magazine's
renaissance is invited to drop by the office on
the ninth level above the loggia any day 10-11
a.m. As the official student magazine, the
Chronicle is deeply appreciative of any
contributions and support.

SCUBA CLUB will meet Tuesday, 8 p.m.,
room E20A, Martin Hall. Anyone interested
in learning how to dive is invited to attend.

SOCIETY for the Advancement of
Management will meet Tuesday, 7 p.m.,
room 328, Sirrine Hall. All interested persons
are invited to attend.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB meeting will be
held Wednesday, 5:30 p.m., in room B-3,
Hardin Hall. All interested persons are invited to attend.

WSBF PRESENTS "The Sounds of the
Jesus People" each Sunday afternoon 13
p.m. This week, Debby Kerner's album,
"Walk With Me," will be featured.

ISA will present "Thailand Night" Monday, 7 p.m., YMCA. Slides and a movie
entitled "Holiday in Thailand" will be
shown, followed by a discussion and elections of president and treasurer.

INTERNATIONAL Folk Dancing will be
held Monday, 8:30 p.m., YMCA. Admission
is free.
SAILORS interested in imerconegiaie
racing are invited to a cocktail party
Saturday 8:30 p.m., Alumni Center. Admission is S2. per person. Information may
be had by calling 654-1460.

VOLUNTEER TUTORS are needed for
resource classes at Edwards Jr. High in
Clemson. Work is on a one-to-one basis.
CLEMSON PHOTO CLUB will meet,
Monday, 7:30 p.m. room 208 Sirrine Halt. All|
members are requested to be present.
STUDENT UNION presents Friday and
Saturday: Gutter Coffee House 9 p.m.
Monday: Square Dance Short course, 7:30
p.m., Food Industry auditorium. Tuesday:
First Aid short course, 7:30 p.m. YMCA.
Wednesday: Fine Arts Films, "Alfred, the
Picture;; and "The Grandmother," 8 p.m.,
Lowry Auditorium. Free. Thursday Saturday: Coffee House Circuit Concert in
the Gutter, Spriggs and Bringle, Admission
$.50 Friday: Thurber Spriggs and Bringle.
Admission $.50 Friday: Thurber Carnival
and Dance. Admission Free for University
Students with I.D. and $1 for general public.
MU BETA PSI is planning a spring
musical extravaganza for April 16, in
Tillman Auditorium. Auditions for the
production will be held Feb. 21. Eight
musical acts of different varieties are
needed; student groups as well as individual
students are invited to participate. Accompaniment will be provided for singers or
dancers if needed. The last day to tIgn up for
audition is Feb. 18. Interested persons are
asked to contact the music department office
(617 Strode, 656-3043), Tony Stapleton (E234,656-7360) or the music listening lab (109
Daniel) for additional information.

ANGEL FLIGHT will be selling "Angel
Grams" (telegram Valentines) next week in
front of Cope Hall and the Fraternity dorms.
The price is $.25.

THE OCCULT...an echo from the
darkness, a film by Hal Lindsey, author of
The Late Great Planet Earth and Satan is
Alive and Well and on Planet Earth, will be
presented Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. in Brackett
Auditorium. A discussion with Stu Latimer
will follow.

DEPT. OF SECURITY will impound any
bicycle that is not parked in the designated
bicycle parking racks by Friday, Feb. 1. The
owner may claim his or her bicycle at the
Dept. of Security by providing proof of
ownership and payment of a $3 pickup
charge.

MISS CLEMSON University Pageant,
sponsored by the Order of Athena will be
held Feb. 14,8 p.m., Tillman Auditorium. All
recognized student organizations and dormitory councils are invited to enter a contestant. A $5 entry fee is required. Information may be obtained by contacting
Joyce Kelley or by calling the
Student
Government office. The deadline for entry is
Feb. 10.

GERMAN CLUB will meet Thursday, 8
p.m., room 106, Daniel Hall. Guest speaker
will be present. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

CLEMSON UNITARIAN Fellowship will
be addressed by Rev. Vivian McFadden,
first black female clergy member of the
South Carolina Conference of the United
Methodist Church Sunday, YMCA Clubroom,
10:30 a.m. The public is invited.

classifieds
PERSONAL: Caring is a beautiful thing.
Thanks for caring enough to bring up home
after the bust. Don and Keith, you are both
"beautiful people."—D.W. and M.C.
FOR SALE: 1971 Honda 350. Call Jack at
656-7385.

2 Miles East of Clemson University

discount. Our catalogue will be sent out free
upon request. Write Guitar's Friend, 1240
Brogan, Stockridge, Michigan 49285.
BASHNAN STUDIO—Fast service for
application photos and copies. Downtown
Clemson. Call 654-5883.
ANYONE interested in starting a bicycle
club based on the charter of a big city club,,
should contact Leo Jacobs, president pro
tempore, member of safety committee and a
tour captain. The proposed name is "THE
FREEWHEELING TIGERS."

Greenville
ASTRO
"The Sting" — 5,7, 8.9.
ASTRO II — "Magnum Force" — 4:57,
7:10,9:30.
CAMELOT — "Paper Chase" — 5, 7, & 9.
FLICK — "Kid Like Me" — 2, 7:15, 8.9:15;
1:30 p.m. — "Ballad of Cable Hogue".
MALL — "The Way We Were" — 4:45, 7,
9:05.
TOWER — "Westworld" — 2:30, 4:10,
5:30, 7:30, 8. 9:10.
Mauldin
THE CINEMA — "Blackbelt Jones" — 5,
7, 8. 9.
Anderson
ANDERSON MALL — "Blackbelt Jones"
— 7, 9.
BELVEDERE — "Ash Wednesday" —
5:03, 7:05, 9:07.
OSTEEN — "Westworld" — 7:06, 8:58.
Seneca
THE CINEMA — "Joe Kidd" — 7, 9.
Clemson
ASTRO III — "Sleeper" — 7 8, 9.
CLEMSON THEATRE — "Terror in the
Wax Musuem" (Friday 8, Saturday) 3:54,
5:38, 7:22, 9:06; "House of Seven Corpses"
(Sun.,Mon.,Tues.) — call 654-3230 for times.
"Y" — Feb. 1, 2 — "White Lightning" —
7:10, 9; Feb. 3 "Son of Flubber" and "Capt.
Marvel," Chap. 4 (free flick). Feb. 4 - 6 —
"SterileCuckoo" —7:05,9; Feb. 7-9 —"Man
in the Wilderness" — 7:05, 9.

Jim Kelly and Gloria Hendry in

4:00-5:40-7:15-9:00

Open Sat. 12:45—Sun. 3:00 & 8:00
Next-Clint Eastwood "Magnum Force'
A FUQUA COMPANY
NOW SHOWING

STARTING WEDNESDAY

RICHARD HARRIS
ROD TAYLOR
THE DEADWTRACKE

WANTED: Girl to help with a physically
handicapped student 7:30-8:30 a.m. Monday
through Friday. Pay negotiable. Call 6566203.

From Warner Bro* ^) A WarnerCommyjilcaticLn^ompanv

astro 3 theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670

MEN!—WOMEN! Jobs on Ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or
career. Send $3 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. ll-L P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

EnroMed
may offer RK via
overseas training

INOVE 1C-2F compact meter transceiver,
10 watts out. Also have 110 volts supply, and
antennas. Debate price. Call Fletch at 6568200 or 654-1146.
DYNACO PAT -4 Pre-amp, Stereo 120
power amp, 2 Rectilinear speakers with 10
inch woofer. Superex headphones. Will sell
separate or together. Will debtte price. Call
Fletch at 656-8200 or 654-1146.

For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified American students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.

WE ARE the Guitar's Friend, a mailorder
guide to acoustic instruments and accessories. We carry guitars by Martin,
Guild, Gibson, Ovation, Yamaha; Hohnerharps, dolcimers, recorders, banjos, books
• and more—and a twenty-five per cent

s^rt;,c^00*

r0<*

And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.

light Old Milwaukee

THE ATTIC

REASONABLE RATES
EASY ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY
PHONES IN EVERY ROOM

United Artists -fig

WANTED: Roommate to help share expenses in a two bedroom apartment. Contact
David at 654-1140.

25

654-2744 OR 654-2745

Together they clobber the mob

FOR SALE: Pioneer SX-525 stereo
receiver. Perfect condition-only six months
old. Used only by little old lady to listen to
church services. $195. Call 654-5209 after 11
a.m. Tuesday through Friday and anytime
weekends and Monday.

Ladies' Night-Wednesday
Night-Beer for Ladies 15$
Pinball and Flipper
Foosball Tournament
Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
New!—Draft Beer to GO
Old Mil' Draft
Schlitz Light & Dark 40 Oz. Cartons
Kegs
Student I.D. Required

On Highway 93

FOR SALE: 1965 Volkswagon window van.
Very rough, but runs. $300. Also a 1969
bultaco 360 cc dirt bike. Rough, but runs
good. $250. Call 639-6677 after 5 p.m.

Now serving Dark SchlHz and

Draft Beer

CLEMSON MOTEL

$

In addition. Euromed provides students with a 12 week intensive cultural orientation progran., with
American students now studying medicine in that particular country serving
as counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

CE5

25*
$1.00
$29.00

For application and further
information, phone toil free,

(800) 645-1234
or write,

Euromed, Ltd.
I
I

170 Old Country Road
Mineola. N.Y. 11501

(H\\

The System Consists Of The Harmon-Kardon 330B, The
Smaller Advents, A PE3012 Changer With Base And Dust
Cover, And A Shure AA91 ED Cartridge All For $450.00
(Total List $520.35)

Music MACHINE
Clemson Blvd. (ot By-pass 28)

PH 224-2562
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Swimmers' opening shows improvement
by Keith Cannon.
A team which has a 3-2 record can't
exactly be described as "tearing up the
league," but Clemson swimming Coach
Carl McHugh is pleased that his team has
been able to reach that mark through.the
first five meets of the season.
According to Dr. McHugh, an associate
professor of engineering graphics in his
25th year of coaching at Clemson, "We are
definitely off to our best start in a number
of years." This season, so far, has been a
pleasant change of pace in Clemson
swimming fortunes, as the Tigers have
spent the past few years at the bottom of
the ACC pool, finishing last in '72 and '73.
This year the Tigers have taken victories
over Furman, Shippensburg (Pa.) State,
and Emory, while losing meets to Virginia
and Georgia Southern.
The Tigers appear certain to improve on
last year's 4-8 regular season record, and
part of the success can be attributed to the
team's adaptability. "This is the most
versatile team that I've ever had," said
the Tiger coach. "We have more people
that can swim more events than we've
ever had before."
"One problem we have is a lack of depth.

We've only got 12 swimmers and two
divers. Each person has to swim three
events, which is not easy, especially in the
case of the distance men. That's the reason
we have to work out like we do (3500 to 5000
yards per session, or two hours a day), to
give them some stamina." Assistant
Coach Andy Moore has really contributed
to this area of preparation, according to
Coach McHugh.
.The Tigers are not an experienced team,
with no seniors and only two juniors on the
fourteen-man roster. However, freshmen
have made their presence felt in an encouraging manner in competition this
year. Mike Henderson of Radnor, Pa., has
already broken four school records in his
first five collegiate meets. Henderson has
set new marks in the 200 yard freestyle
(twice), the 500-yard freestyle, and the 200yard individual medley. Scott Morris
(Scotch Plains, N.J.) set a new record in
the 200-yard backstroke against Furman,
but has been out with an injury since that
meet. Coach McHugh commended the play
of still another swimmer, John Brick, who
has subbed for Morris since his injury.
The Tiger head coach mentioned that he

was also pleased by the performances of
distance swimmers Bill Burton and Dennis
Deering, team captain Scott Zeigler (a
junior), and divers George Ackley and
Ernie Whalen. A sophomore and a junior
respectively, neither Ackley nor Whalen
had done any competition diving before
coming to Clemson.
The manpower is present in the swimming program, but still in the future is the
long-awaited new pool in Fike Recreation
Center. The Olympic size (75 feet by 60
feet) pool will have eight seven-foot lanes
according to NCAA standards. The adjacent diving tank will be even bigger than
the present pool at 60 feet wide and 42 feet
long!
The projected date for the opening of the
new pool is still indefinite, but McHugh
estimated, "We look forward to being in
there when we start our workouts next
fall."
McHugh thinks that the new pool, the
third to be started in the ACC in the last
two years, (the others were at Duke and
Virginia), will be an invaluable aid in
recruiting. "We give some minor tuition
aid but we don't have any full scholar-

ships. The irony is that we haven't been
able to get good swimmers because of our
facilities; but we will be able to recruit
more effectively because of our new
facilities."
The Clemson coach has to keep his mind
on the present season, however. The
present means the rugged ACC schedule,
which features nationally seventh-ranked
N.C. State, and talented Maryland and
North Carolina squads. According to
McHugh, the Tigers will once again be
hard-pressed to make any advancement in
the league standings. "We don't have
enough boys to compete in meets like this
(the ACC Championships on March 1-2),
but you can be sure we'll make a better
showing than we did last year."
The Clemson swimmers will entertain
the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets on
Saturday. "This will be a tough meet," Dr.
McHugh says of the upcoming encounter.
"They have a good team. . .1 just hope
everybody on our team will be well, as
we've had a number of players with colds
in the last week."
Saturday's meet will start at 2 p.m. at
the YMCA pool.

Tigers come from behind to nip Citadel in OT
by Kerry Capps_
Two clutch baskets by senior guard
Terrell Suit with less than a minute left in
regulation play enabled Tates Locke's
Clemson cagers to overcome a four point

Citadel lead, and go on to gain a 62-58
overtime win over the upset minded
Bulldogs here on Wednesday.
Suit's final basket, which came with only
23 seconds left in the game, knotted the
final score at 55, sending the game into
overtime where Jeff Reisinger came alive
to reel off six points to give the Tigers their
tenth win of the season against seven
setbacks.
The Citadel opened the game employing
a slowdown offense similar to UNC's
fabled four corners. Driving the ball inside
and then passing back out, the Bulldogs
controlled the ball for almost two minutes
before turning it over to the Tigers on a
foul. Tree Rollins then hit a 10 foot turnaround jumper to give Clemson the initial
lead, 2-0.

The remainder of the first half was a seesaw affair. Clemson built a 16-10 lead with
7:34 left in the half behind the shooting of
Rollins and Suit. The Citadel answered
with two baskets to pull back within two.
The Tigers again attempted to move out
into a commanding advantage. Van Gregg
hit on an outside jumper and Rollins added
two tap-ins to give the Tigs a 29-20 lead
with 1:32 left in the half. But The Citadel
bounced back agin, as Rodney McKeever
hit a layup and a jumper to pull the Citadel
back to within five at halftime.
The Tigers opened the second half
working the ball inside to Rollins who
responded with eight points in the first four
minutes of the half. Still, the Tigers were
unable to build up any sort of a comfortable cushion, as the Bulldogs

methodically whittled a six point Tiger
lead to a single point at 43-42 with 9:21 left
in the game. Chuck Cordell then connected
with a 12-foot baseline jumper to put The
Citadel on top for the first time in the
game.
The visitors held onto that lead until
Suit's jumper with 23 seconds left tied the
score at 55. The Citadel had a last second
chance to win the game in regulation, but
an oi tside try missed and Rollins pulled
down the rebound to send the game into
overtime.
Rollins led the Tigers in scoring with 22
points and in rebounding with 19. Suit
added 15 points, while Reisinger had 12.
Rodney McKeever paced the Bulldogs
with 24 points.

Sports Briefs
Fencing
The Clemson fencing team opened its
1974 ACC season last Saturday with a 17-10
decision over North Carolina State. The
win was the first for the Clemson team
over State in four years, as last year's
meeting ended in a one sided 25-2 N.C.
State win.
Clemson took the Foil Division 6-3, with
Tindal and Atwater scoring victories over
their opponents. In Epee, Clemson came
out on top 7-2. Team captain Dave Purnell
downed his opponent 3-0, while Worsdale
and McCall took 2-1 decisions. N.C. State
won the Sabre competition 5-4, with Hurt
taking the only win for the Tigers.

Rugby
SCOTT CONANT lofts a shot against
Virginia. (Photo by John R own tree)

This past weekend the Clemson Rugby
Club held an intrasquad game in
preparation for their upcoming match

with the tough Atlanta Club here this
Sunday at 2 p.m. The Tigers will be
looking to continue the semester's win
streak that they started two weeks ago
with two convincing wins over Georgia, 160 and 15-0. Last semester the two team's
split two meetings.

Intramurals
The Clemson intramural department
began its basketball program this week.
Games are played each Mon. - Thurs. from
5:00 - 11:00 p.m. There are currently 24
women's teams and 158 men's teams
playing toward the 32 championships.
Each day scores of the games will be
broadcast over WCCP and WSBF. League
standings will be posted in the in tramural
department.

Sailing Club
The Clemson Sailing Club has been
selected to host the annual SAISA meeting.

The Feb. 2 meeting will discuss racing
schedules, school membership, and rules
and regulations.
Trip Fellabom of Clemson, president of
the SAISA will preside over the meeting.
Representatives from Tennessee, Duke,
Davidson, USC, Christopher Newp>rt, Old
Dominion, College of Charleston, Virginia,
The Citadel, Georgia, Furman, and
Georgia Tech are expected to attend.

Wrestling
On Friday, Jan. 25, the Clemson
wrestlers fought to a draw with the
University of South Carolina club. Then on
Saturday the team lost both matches of a
triangular meet with Maryville College
and the University of the South.
The next three wrestling matches will be
on the home mat in the little gym of Fike
Recreation Center. Those contests will be
with Southern Tech, Friday, Feb. 1 at 7
p.m.; Furman on Tuesday, Feb. 5 at 7
p.m.; and with USC on Friday, Feb. 15 at
7:30 p.m.
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Palmer downs Jayvees 87-82
by Steve Ellis_

by Kerry CappsThe signing of Wayne "Tree" Rollins to a Clemson
basketball grant last spring was greeted with excitement and enthusiasm by everyone concerned with
Clemson athletics. The reason for the immediate excitement was obvious—the Cordele, Georgia native was
one of the nation's most sought after prep cagers, and at
7-1 enjoyed the distinction of being the tallest of 1973's
crop of high school seniors. Here at last was a player
who, according to all reports, would usher in a new era
of Clemson basketball.
Somehow those of us who had followed Clemson
athletics through the years felt a tinge of skepticism
along with the announcement. After all, we had learned
the hard way to believe everything that we read in press
releases, with the line about the player who supposedly
was to single handedly lift a Clemson sports team from
the depths of mediocrity and into national prominence,
who sometime between his signing and his senior year
either mysteriously vanished or faded into obscurity.
So we struggled our way through football season,
hopefully anticipating that Rollins was just what Tates
Locke needed to make Clemson a winner. For most of
us, any doubts about the validity of Rollins' pre-season
buildup vanished with the season opening IPTAY Invitational. Tree's performance against Auburn and St.
John's exceeded any conceivable expectations of an
eighteen year old freshman subjected to his first taste of
college basketball. His performance merited his winning the MVP award for the tournament.
Still, some of the more cautious were reluctant to
admit just yet that Rollins was all that he was cracked
up to be. After all, they pointed out, the players who
Rollins dominated in the IPTAY tournament were five
or six inches shorter than he. They said to wait arid see
how Rollins performed when he confronted someone of
his own size.
Rollins got just that chance in the title game of the
Poinsettia Classic when he was matched up against his
7-1 Furman counterpart Fessor Leonard. Tree simply
overwhelmed the more experienced Paladin at both
ends of the court, outscoring him and out rebounding
him. So Tree passed his second test with ease.
Even then, a small handful of Rollin's critics were still
not satisfied. Wait until the freshman hit the ACC they
said, where the pivotmen were not only big, but were
stronger and quicker than Leonard. His first ACC test
pitted him against Len Elmore, considered by many to
be the conference's best big man. Defensively, Rollins
intimidated Elmore throughout the game and blocked
several of his shots. Elmore was so impressed that he
publically praised the Clemson freshman, an offering
which is a rarity for Elmore.
Any thoughts that Tree might fold under continued
ACC pressure were laid to rest when the Tigers took to
Tobacco Road for three games. It was a disasterous
road trip for the team, but Rollins continued to come
through, even at times when some of his more experienced teammates failed to do so.
So by now even the most skeptical fan is convinced of
just how good Rollins is. He's met the best that the ACC
has to offer, and he has yet to take a back seat to one of
them.
Statistics verify what Rollins has meant to the Tigers
this season. He is second on the team in scoring with a
10.5 average, and leads the Tigers in rebounding with an
11.5 average, which is also good for a very credible
fourth place in the conference. In addition he is hitting
well over 50 percent from the field and is an excellent
free throw shooter for a big man.
After the UNC game, Coach Locke summed it up when
he told reporters, "I never thought that a freshman
could make this much difference to a team, but I guess
this one does on our ball club,"

The Clemson junior varsity
basketball team suffered its fifth
defeat of the season Wednesday
night, losing to Palmer College
87-82. In a previous meeting
between the two teams, Clemson
was the victor in a 90-89 thriller.
The game, typical of the
jayvees' more recent performances, was characterized by
turnovers and some rather poor
shooting. Such mistakes caused
Clemson to blow comfortable
leads on several occasions, the
largest of which was 14 points
in the first half.
Throughout most of the first
half the two teams exchanged the
lead. At times when Clemson was
plagued by their own offensive
mistakes, the Cubs' strong
defensive play kept the game
close. Clemson hit on only 40 per
cent of their shots from the field,
and experienced several long
streaks when that percentage
was near zero.
Palmer had their periods of
turnovers and poor shooting too,
and in both catagories the two
teams
were
quite even
statistically. Neither team able to
gain a real advantage over the
other, due primarily to the good
defense played by both teams
which caused many of the offensive mistakes.
Much of the credit for Clemson's defense goes to Kenny
Davis and Greg Bauld. Bauld,
who has not seen much action
thus far this season, hustled well
against Palmer. Davis, a starter
and the team's top scorer, was
equally impressive in the second
half. Also performing well for
Clemson were Dave Brown and
Andy Butchko, who combined for
27 rebounds.
Brown led the Cubs in scoring
with 18 points, although he did not
have one of his better shooting
nights, especially inside within
six feet of the basket. He was
joined in double figures by
Butchko and David Dobson,
scoring 17 and 14 points
respectively.
One thing that Clemson lacked
in the game was a consistent
shooter, something that Palmer
had in Steve Singletary, who had
29 points. The benching of John
Franken, the team's second
A FUQUA COMPANY

Now thru Sat. Feb. 2
YOU CAN'T TELL
THE LIVING FROM THE DEAD.

leading scorer, after a minor
scuffle in the first half did much
to hurt Clemson in that aspect.
The loss gives the Cubs a 5-5
record for the season. The
jayvees' next game will be on
Wednesday as they host East

Tennessee. The team then has a
home encounter with a strong
UNC-Charlotte team, followed by
a game with a Clemson alumni
team Feb. 27. A return match
with UNC-Charlotte will round
out the jayvee schedule for 1974.
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REISINGER, ROLLINS, AND CONANT battle three Virginia players
for a rebound during Clemson's 61-51 conference win over the
Cavaliers. On Saturday the team will be back in ACC action on the
road at UNC. (Photo by John Rowntree)
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iffilk price fight: no easy answers
by Eileen Moore
.
"South Carolina has to have a regulatory
agency. It is either going to be the federal
government or the state government,"
pronounced Walter Bell of the South
Carolina Farm Bureau.
For Bell, there are no viable alternatives
to the price fixing authority of the South
Carolina Dairy- Commission if state
control of the dairy industry is to be
maintained.
Speaking to a small group of Clemson
citizens in a panel discussion sponsored by
the League of Women Voters, Bell initiated
a discussion of current milk prices,
adhering to the premise that the Dairy
Commission exists to protect the farmer
and the retailer. The opposing viewpoint
was presented by James Waters of the
Concerned Citizens Committee, a
Greenville-based consumer action group.
According to Bell, in the beginning
stages of the milk industry's development
in South Carolina, the farmer was both the
producer and distributor of milk.
Inherently, as the industry enlarged,
specialization ensued.
"Soon," he said, "the farmer became
the producer only, selling his milk to a
distributor who in turn would sell the milk.
to the store."
Eventually, it became apparent that the
"producer never knew how his milk was
being used. He never knew whether it was
going into cheese, butter or some other
milk product."
Bell explained that most dairy farmers
produce either of two different types of
milk. One type is sterilized and is used in
making butter and cheeses. The other type
is homogenized, pasteurized and eventually comes to the consumer as cartoned
milk. "If a farmer goes to the expense of
pasteurizing his milk and only receives
manufacturing prices for it, he loses
money," said Bell.
For this reason and because a milk price
war existed in some form from 19641967, legislation was passed in order to
ensure the continuance of the dairy in-

HASELTON AND BELL listen as Waters argues his side of the
milk price issue. The debate, sponsored by the League of Women
dustry in South Carolina. "The farmers
needed a stable market in order to stay in
business," maintained Bell.
However, for Waters historical data on
the formation of the Dairy Commission is
not the issue. What is important to Waters
and his committee is that the Dairy
mission has approved enough price raises
to bring the total price per gallon of milk to
a phenomenal $1.74.
"In a public hearing before the
December 1 price raise," said Waters,
"the farmers requested from the Dairy
Commission a 5% cent per half gallon
increase on the retail value of milk. A nine
cent increase was granted. Of this nine
cent increase, 4.8 per cent was awarded to
the dairy farmer and 4.2 per cent was
awarded to the processor-distributor. We
thought it strange that the processor had
not requested any increase and yet

£ *itk,;: tmtos
CONSUMERS who attended the debate expressed reactions
ranging from concern to apparent boredom Some members of the

Voters, took place Tuesday night at the University Lutheran
Church. Photo by Bob Thompson.

received almost half of it.
Bell refuted Waters' statement in
saying, "Your facts are all wrong. The
farmer was granted 5.6 per cent of the nine
cent increase while the processor distributor was awarded only 3.4 per cent.
In addition, distributors did ask for an
increase at the hearing."
Bell recounted that every retail store
owner is allowed quantity discounts in
purchasing his milk from most
distributors. If the distributor is paying
more to the farmer for his milk and at the
same time allowing the retailer discounts,
the loss has to be made up from the only
other source available — the consumer.
Consequently, the distributors were
granted an increase comparable to that
received by the farmer, maintained Bell.
Although no further discussion was

audience took advantage of the opportunity to pose questions about
milk prices. Photo by Bob Thompson.

heard on the point, Bell was confronted
with an attack on the Dairy Commission's
monopolistic powers.
Waters, in speaking for the committee,
said, "We feel that the Dairy Commission
offers nothing constructive for the consumer. We have basic rights guaranteed
by the constitution. The Dairy Commission
exists in direct violation of the Sherman
Antitrust laws which say that no monopoly
is legal."
For this reason, the Concerned Citizens
Committee has drawn up a petition
requesting that Greenville County state
legislators introduce a bill calling for
abolition of the Dairy Commission, with a
provision designed to prohibit such dairy
commissions in the future.
"The Dairy Commission destroys
competition. We operate in a free enterprise system. You can not control
something that is free," said Waters.
Of even greater concern to the committee is the fact that citizens are being
denied due process of law because of a
bonding provision included in the statute
which established the Dairy Commission,
Waters said.
"There is a provision in the statute
which states that bond must be posted in
an amount determined by the courts for
any suit brought against the dairy industry. You stand to lose that bond if the
dairy industry sustains any losses as a
result of the suit. This is why no suit has
reached the courts. If the plaintiff loses the
case, he loses his bond. This bond might be
in the hundreds of thousands of dollars,"
exclaimed Waters.
Although Waters and the Concerned
Citizens Committee do not believe that the
Dairy Commission is responsive to consumer needs and civil rights, Bell and the
Farm Bureau can offer no alternative
institution to ensure the productivity of the
dairy industry. For Waters it is a matter of
the citizen-consumer battling a monopoly;
for Bell, the farmer struggling to break
even.
As seen in the debate, both are concerned with resolving the problem and
coming to a equitable solution for all
factions concerned.

